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NOTE
We are exploring the triangle shape. 
You can further help your child find 
triangles at the grocery store. Look 
for triangular chips, crackers, ice 
cream cones and why not make 
sandwiches cut into triangles.

The children have been busy practic-
ing for the Christmas program.  
Please join us next Monday, Dec. 10 
at Grand Prairie. Please arrive at 
6:15. Programs begins at 6:30.

STORY:  “Why Christmas Trees 
Aren‛t Perfect” by Richard 
Scheider 

PROJECT: “Cat Toys” Snip cat toys 
for Paws

LEARNING TIME: “Ornament  
Match” Glue matching ornament shapes on
a tree shape

MOTOR: ”Jump Shapes” Call out 
a shape and child jumps on that shape

We explored the “SQUARE” shape and the color “RED” was 
introduced.  The children searched for red objects and 
painted an apple shape red for their color book. Balls were 
everywhere! We sorted ball colors into matching bin colors.

Square shapes were everywhere as we made square prints 
on a square shape and watercolored little squares inside a 
big square shape. The children also spent time stacking 
square cubes and made square shapes using legos. These 
activities help develop fine motor skills as well as learning 
color and shape recognition. Monday‛s class will work on 
square activities on Dec. 17.

LOOK WHAT WE‛RE LEARNING

KINDNESS MATTERS
Kindess Matters, 
Kindness Matters

Everyday, Everyday
Share with One Another, 

Care For One Another, 
Let’s Be Kind, Let’s Be Kind

Monday, Dec. 3
Tuesday, Dec. 4

The children will explore “triangle” shapes and be introduced to this month‛s 
kindness lesson, “Why Christmas Trees Aren‛t Perfect.” It‛s a wonderful 
story about how all the trees try to grow perfect to be chosen by the Queen 
for Christmas. But a little tree named, Small Pine damaged her branches by 
sheltering all the animals in the forest. The best gift Small Pine gave was on 
a cold winter‛s night he shared his love and compassion to all the animals in 
the forest.  Small Pine is selected to be the Christmas tree in the Queen‛s 
castle.

We will make a triangle shape Santa. Sort red and green triangle shapes and 
begin making special Christmas gifts for mommy and daddy.

Wednesday, Dec. 5
Thursday, Dec. 6

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
HENRY

& 
CAROLINE

RED AND GREEN 

STORY: ”What Is a Triange” 
Rebecca Kai Dotlich

PROJECT: “Triangle Santa” Snip 
Santa‛s beard and stick on eyes and red nose

LEARNING TIME: “Light Table” 
Build with triangle magnets 

MOTOR: “Shape Sort” Hunt for red and 
green triangle shapes to place on a big red and 
green taped triangle

PEEK AT LAST WEEK


